Open Data Program
Prep Week Webinar
Agenda

- Introduction
- Milestones
- What to expect at ICANN67
ICANN Open Data Program

Aims to:

• Increase transparency and improve accessibility & availability of data.

• Strengthen ICANN org’s procedures, processes, and standards for higher data usability.
Milestones

ICANN 61: Request For Proposal (RFP) to acquire a SaaS Open Data Platform

ICANN 62: Open Data asset Inventory and metadata public comment

ICANN 63: Purchased the Open Data Platform & demonstrated Platform features

ICANN 64: Discussed data publication process with community

ICANN 65: Implemented Open Data Platform design & started dataset assessment for Launch V1

ICANN 66: Preparation for Launch V1
Launch V1 at ICANN67

- Demonstrate ICANN Open Data Platform
  - Show how users can best navigate
  - Explain the functionalities
- Demonstrate Published Data
  - Domain Name Marketplace Indicator
  - Identifier Technology Health Indicator
  - Registry Activity Report
  - Registrar Transaction Report
- Obtain Community Feedback

ICANN Open Data
- Wednesday, March 11, 2020
- 13:30 – 15:00 Cancún, Mexico Local Time
- Room: Cozumel 2
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